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ABSTRACT
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Mobile patient monitoring systems are among the most important systems that seek to
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of services provided to patients. The study would
aim to investigate the influencing factors of ambulatory patient monitoring system adoption
from the patients' perspective. The proposed model in this study included the (UTAUT2)
factors of the extended unified theory of technology acceptance with the addition of a
confidence factor. To collect the data, a questionnaire was used, which was distributed to
200 participants. The results of the study showed that performance expectations, price
value, effort expectation, and confidence positively and significantly affect behavioral
intention. Moreover, in the last section, the study's directions and future directions will be
discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

mobile health monitoring services, by taking different user and
non-user perceptions about the factors that can be effective to
the acceptance of mobile health monitoring services. it
performs a deep and knowledgeable inspection of users’
interests and needs. In addition to that, it sets practical
guidance on how mobile health monitoring services can be
designed and delivered by service-developer providers. A
literature review on the acceptance of telemedicine services
was conducted to find out the patients' perceptions that have
an impact on the acceptability of telemedicine services,
through which the study reveals four perceptions: accessibility,
communication, service risk, and intimacy.” The four
perceptions were identified within three main categories
related to the patient’s perception of accepting telemedicine
services, namely: 1) benefit and harm factors, 2) merit factors,
and 3) Harm factors. The literature shows that using medical
services made patients realize that it will improve their health
[9-11] and it will provide health care or health records that are
not restricted in space and time [11-13]. In addition, patients
realized that the use of Telemedicine includes communicating
with health service providers, the clinical institution, hospital
staff, and other users, and patients experienced a feeling of
emotional connectedness between them and service providers
through trust, respect, and sympathy; However, they have
indicated their concern about these factors" [13-15]. On the
flip side, patients had a state of doubt of the telemedicine
service [16, 17].

E-Health refers to specific technologies of information and
communication that use for health"[1, 2]. Mobile Health, is
considered one of the components of e-health, as health care is
provided through the use of personal digital assistants, cell
phones, or any other devices, which leads to reducing the cost
of health care [3, 4]. Mobility provides freedom from time and
space constraints for health care providers and recipients,
making it easier to participate in healthcare delivery [5].
Mobile health includes mobile applications for general
medical practices to provide health-related information,
patient screening, the process of monitoring patients'
physiological signs and providing direct care to them, as well
as educating patients with these applications [6]. "MPMS is a
part of the telemedicine, indicate a remote supply of persons
with community support and nursing care. Likewise,
telehealth indicates to the provision of delivered public health
services to people who are not certainly sick, but who wish to
remain healthy and independent” [7].
Mobile Patient Monitoring System considers a special
service provided by mobile health services through which vital
signal data of patients which is provided by wearable sensors
by patients are collected to healthcare centers or hospitals [8].
"The common health problems such as high blood pressure,
arrhythmia, or diabetes, and patients are often advised to check
with their doctors periodically for regular medical check-ups.
A medical monitoring system is one of the efficient services
for patients to get medical feedback as it is faster and gives
them more confidence in personal control of their health and
reduces the cost of medical care in a long term” [9].
accordingly, this study focused on mobile health monitoring
and public perceptions about it.
This study attempts to underline the relevance of real and
actual use of the service and awareness of service for users.
This study aims to investigate the perspective of users of

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 E-Health
The term E-Health is a common unifying and collective
definition of multiple technologies and modalities, it refers to
“the use of emerging information and communication
technology, especially the Internet, to improve or enable
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health and health care” [18, 19]. Electronic health
communication tools have become particularly important. The
process of patient empowerment of self-efficacy behaviors
usually occurs during short sessions at the clinic after several
days [7]. The eHealth System is a new paradigm for
mainstream computing to provide high-quality health care
backed by electronic health data and communications
processing [20]. The term "e-health" refers to health services
and information that is easily updated about health and is
improved or provided by the Internet and related technologies
[The Impact of eHealth on the Quality and Safety of]. e-health
refers, as an effective field of medical informatics, to the
organizing, delivering and consuming of online health services
and related information and technologies. In particular, the
concept surpasses technical development to include “a new
way of working, position, and commitment to global network
thinking to improve local, regional and global health care
using ICTs" [21, 22].
Telemedicine, according to Fischer et al. [23, 24], is defined
as the use of telecommunication technology to provide
medical information and services that allows transmission of
audio, visual, and digitized data using broad telephonic
communication. Communication improvements and lower
costs helped health care providers to combine traditional
healthcare delivery systems with telemedicine. In addition to
the progress made in technology and applications.
Telemedicine and telehealth services help allow the chronic
disease to be monitored remotely [25]. Telemedicine
procedures can be transformed from telemedicine clinics into
individual mobile healthcare and personal accommodations at
home or at work [26].
Mobile health "(M-Health), is a medical practice of a health
care using mobile phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs)
and other wireless devices provides a potentially cost-effective
solution" [27]. Mobility is fundamental and essential to the
concept of participatory healthcare. It works to provide
freedom from spatial and temporal constraints for both
recipients and health care providers, and thus facilitates
participation in health care [5]. “For mobile applications and
devices the clinical use of it is increasing. Doctors indicated
that M-Health will become a health management tool of great
importance in the near future. It can help citizens take
responsibility for their health, move toward prevention rather
than treatment, and reduce costly hospital visits”. "‘Mobile
health (M-health) including mobile applications (‘Apps’): the
practice of medicine and public health care supported by
mobile technologies provide health information, check
patients, monitor physiological signs, provide direct care and
patient education" [6, 28], Figure 1 illustrates the relationship
between electronic health models and ambulatory patient
monitoring. Studies have shown that M-Health has a role in
providing an opportunity for promising technological
integration between healthcare service. Therefore, “M-Health
is central to the widespread concept of health care as
information services can reach anyone, anywhere, at any time,
by removing all geographical, time and other barriers” [29,
30]. Monitoring is done by using external sensors that are not
integrated into the mobile device. The sensors usually connect
to the mobile device through Wi-Fi or short-range protocols
such as Bluetooth [9]. The mobile device acts as a gateway to
collect primary data from the sensors, then it is redirected to a
separate system that processes it and retrieves data ready for
visualization, by the patient himself or the doctors. A
Systematic Review on Mobile Health Care. Effective smart

health technologies are cost-effective, can cross language and
cultural barriers, and can provide health services to areas
where access to health services is low [7].

Figure 1. Relationship between e-health paradigms and
mobile patient monitoring
2.2 Mobile patient monitoring system
"Mobile Patient Monitoring (MPM) is a specific type of MHealth service, designed to provide a unified view of patient
status and acquires patient's feedback, which refers to the
continuous or frequent measurement, collect and transmit
biosignal data already provided by wearable sensors from
patients to a hospital or any health care center" [21]. Recently,
the developing mobile patient monitoring systems (MPMS)
have been done using wireless sensor technologies and mobile
devices [31]. MPMS collects and monitors patients' vital signs
and indicators such as body temperature (BT) and blood
pressure (BP), in addition to monitoring a patient's physical
activity such as running and walking [32]. MPMS uses
environmental sensors to collect information about
patients ’ambient environmental conditions such as light level,
humidity, and room temperature [33]. “The architecture of the
mobile patient monitoring system consists of a Back End
System (BEsys) and a Body Area Network (BAN). (BAN) is
a group of intercommunication devices that are worn on the
patient's body, working to provide an integrated set of personal
services to him, and it consists of a mobile base unit (MBU)
and BAN devices (such as actuators, sensors or other wearable
devices that are Use it for medicinal purposes)”. MBU works
on a smartphone or personal digital assistant. “The connection
between BAN components is known as Intra-BAN
communication which can be wireless, wired, or a
combination of them”. From the sensors the vital signal data
is sent from directly to the MBU while some sensors require
an intermediate data acquisition device called a Sensor FrontEnd (SFE) connected to the MBU via a wireless or wired link.
In this case, analog vital signals are digitized and filtered by
SFE before being sent to the MBU. Extra-BAN connection
refers to the connection between BANs and the Back-End
system, the connection must be a wireless link.
Complementary applications are embedded in the BEsys and
backend server (s) to process vital signals and data received by
the servers.
In agreement with the presented definition of mobile patient
monitoring, extra-BAN communication need to be
strengthened by a wireless link. The MBU serves as a
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communication gateway that connects networks with different
transmission protocols together for remote access to the
patient's biosignals and medical data between the BAN and the
user (e.g. a hospital or health professional), via the Back-End
system. The biosignals may be processed locally within the
BAN and/or remotely in the Back-End system. One Back-End
system supports multiple monitored patients, i.e. multiple
BANs are served by one Back-End system The BESys
comprises the Database Server (Backend) and accessorial
applications, their functions include processing biosignals and
other data received by the servers. We distinguish the BAN
Back-End to which the MBU transmits biosignals data from
the Clinical Back-End” [8, 21]. Figure 2 shows the expanded
architecture, which has been generalized to accommodate
mobile patient monitoring systems.

this field has witnessed a growth in the literature related
mobile health monitoring, Table 1 shows a number of studies
that dealt with this topic.
Table 1. Previous studies
Ref
[31]

[22]

[32]

[23]
[25]

Title
“The study objective was to evaluate nurses’
perception of the ease of use and usefulness of
PDA application, designed with customerized
design principles”
“Factors of adoption of mobile Information
Technology by Homecare Nurses: a technology
Acceptance model 2 approach”
“Factors affecting mobile diabetes monitoring
adoption among physicians: questionnaire
study and path model”
“m-Health
adoption
by
healthcare
professionals: a systematic review”
“Mobile patient monitoring systems from a
benchmarking aspect: challenges, open Issues
and recommended solutions”

year
2009

2010

2013

2015
2019

Based on the table above explain [38] this study dealt with
the evaluation of the nurses' perception in terms of the ease of
use of the personal digital assistant application, which was
designed depending on the user's requirements and the extent
of the application's usefulness for nurses [29]. This study
conducted an empirical study depended on the technology
acceptance model in ambulatory home care nursing. The
sample of the study were 91 Canadian nurses random who
used personal digital assistants in their daily activities for a
month [39]. this study examined the factors affecting the
adoption of mobile health monitoring for Japanese doctors,
and the study sample was diabetics [30]. the aim of the study
is to collect current knowledge of the factors that have an
impact on healthcare professional adoption of mobile health
applications through systematic review [32]. this study
provided comprehensive insights into ambulatory patient
monitoring systems according to two main directions:
assessment and measurement. The current evaluation criteria
for mobile patient monitoring systems formulated on its
architectural components and possible solutions were
discussed.

Figure 2. A generic architecture of mobile patient monitoring
systems
2.3 UTAUT
With the rapid advances in technology, in particular the
technology of communication and information, and the
incorporation of these technologies into users' lives, the
question of acceptance or rejection of new technologies by
users remains an open question 10. Acceptance of technology
is linked to exploring the features of Mobile Health monitoring
services and their relationships with user acceptance [34].
Over the years the adoption of technology has been
repeatedly studied and examined. Some studies have focused
on the relationships between technology adoption and
variables that influence it, such as TAM and UTAUT. UTAUT
has been tested and applied to various technologies, such as
instant messaging and online billboards [35]. The UTAUT
Model includes four main combinations: 1) anticipating effort,
2) anticipating performance, 3) social impact, and 4)
facilitating the situation. The UTAUT model has several
advantages that could be of use to this study. The UTAUT
model was developed by many powerful models that
determined that the UTAUT model is basic, robust, and
appropriate, "this model accounts for 69% of the indentation
for using IT, which is slightly higher than other theoretical
models". Last but not least, the UTAUT model has been used
frequently in the fields of healthcare research [36].
“This study relied on four factors of the unified acceptance
theory and the use of the technology model proposed by
Venkatesh et al. [37]”. The proposed model can provide an
understanding of the user's acceptance of the technology [10].

3. CONCEPTUAL MODEL
The UTAUT2 theory has been proposed to illustrate the
acceptability of the technology from the patient's perspective.
Therefore, in an attempt to choose a suitable model that
includes all the combinations through which the Iraqi patient's
intention is determined and the mobile patient monitoring
systems adopted, the UTAUT2 model was used as a
theoretical basis to suggest the conceptual model to be used.
Figure 3 shows the main factors in UTAUT2: average voltage
(EE) and expectation of performance (PE), motive pleasures
(HM), social impact (SI), and the price value (PV) is suggested
as major and direct determinants of intent patient in adopting
mobile patient monitoring systems. Agree with [40], two
factors: Facilitating conditions (FC) and behavioral intentions
(BI) both have been identified as major predictors of behavior
for adopting mobile patient monitoring systems. Rather than
what was suggested before [40], The current study model does
not take into account the role of habit. This is because when
examining the role of the habit factor, the patient must have

2.4 Previous studies
The study and examination of patients’ intentions and the
adoption of the mobile monitoring system and the services
provided through mobile channels has been the focus of
attention of scientists and practitioners around the world, and
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experience in using this technology. The respondents in “this
study are potential users who have not tried this technology or
have not used this type of system yet.

“H2. The effort expectancy has a positive effect on intention
of Iraqi patient to adopt mobile patient monitoring systems”.
“H3. The effort expectancy has a positive effect on
performance of mobile patient monitoring systems”.
3.3 “Social influence
Social influence is defined as “the degree to which an
consumer conceives that important others believe he/she
should use the new system” [50]. Study [48] reported that
social influence has an effect on behavioral intention when
using mobile health services [47] "identified a significant corelationship between SI and users’ behavioral intention to use
digital information in healthcare. As per the above discussion,
the following hypothesis was posited”:
“H4. Social influence has a positive effect on Iraqi patients’
intention to adopt mobile patient monitoring systems.
3.4 Facilitating conditions
Facilitating conditions is defined as “the degree to which
consumers believe that an organizational and technical
infrastructure presents to support the use of the system” [37,
51]. "A study by Brown & Venkatesh [52] estimated that FC
positively influences the behavioral intention and use behavior
of using smartphones for health services". Based on the
foregoing, the following hypothesis was developed:
“H5. Facilitating conditions has a positive effect on Iraqi
patient’ adopt mobile patient monitoring systems”.

Figure 3. Proposed conceptual model [40, 41]
Figure 3 proposed conceptual model [40, 42]. Therefore, in
this study the role of habit was difficult to study and was
excluded. According to the previous literature of ambulatory
patient monitoring systems, trust (TR) is widely accepted as a
critical factor in determining client reception and intent to
adopt such [43]. This interest is due to the nature of mobile
health services, which can be described as high-risk services
as they are related to the lives of patients [10]. Therefore, trust
was included in the proposed model as an exogenous factor in
UTAUT2 [40].

3.5 “Hedonic motivation
It’s defined the hedonic motivation from the consumer's
perspective as “the fun or pleasure derived from using a
technology” [40]. For an extended period, when patients need
to receive health care services, they will go to the hospital, and
the services will be provided to them face to face. And
considering that mobile health has specific characteristics, it
has become an alternative channel for receiving services for
some medical problems, which are comprehensively
dominated by patients' preferences that have behavioral
components and emotional and cognitive beliefs [53]. Based
on the foregoing, enjoyment can have a strong influence on
behavioral motivation in the case of adoption of portable
health which is defined “as the emotional pleasure or risen
from the use of this alternative health care service system”.
“H6. Hedonic motivation has a positive effect on Iraqi
patient’ adopting mobile patient monitoring systems”.

3.1 “Performance expectancy
Performance expectancy is defined as “the degree to which
an individual believes that using the system will help him or
her to attain gains in job performance” [44]. Venkatesh et al.
It was found that the strongest determinant when adopting a
new technology affects the behavioral intention of the user is
PE [45]. Refers to the effect of BI when using health
information systems with Performance expectancy. Study [46]
also revealed that the expected effort has a positive and direct
impact on the intention to use mobile devices. It has been
empirically proven by Hoque & Sorwar [47] if there is an
increase in the probability of adopting mobile health services
as the PE increases. Therefore, this study demonstrates
hypothesis as follow:
“H1. Performance expectancy has a positive effect on Iraq
patients’ intention to appropriate mobile patient monitoring
systems”.

3.6 “Price value
In the context of the user, when evaluating user acceptance
and actual use behavior [40], "extended the original UTAUT
model by placing UTAUT2 with the insertion of price-value
among others to exchange the sharing consumers'
aforementioned preference". When a consumer purchases a
service or product, the consumer preference for choosing a
particular brand is controlled by exchanging money for the
value generated from the product [54]. Under this concept,
cognitive evaluation of a user's belief in price value is a factor
that has a significant impact on adoption behavior. Venkatesh
et al. [40] defined price-value as “consumers' cognitive tradeoff between the perceived benefits of the applications and the
monetary cost for using them”. Mobile health is an alternative

3.2 “Effort expectancy
EE is defined as “the degree of ease levels associated with
the use of the system”. Previous studies indicated that energy
efficiency has a powerful effect on users' intentions to adopt
and accept a health information system. For instance, EE has
been described as a significant factor that have an immediate
impact on intention of users to use mobile health monitoring
systems, e-Health services via a smartphone, clinical decision
support systems and mobile health [47-49]. Thus, this study
hypothesizes he following:
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channel for accessing healthcare services. Perhaps this channel
may not be a substitute for the physical presence in the hospital.
So why would patients be interested in accepting a new health
care service that is unfamiliar? Among several reasons,
highlighting the transaction cost analysis, researchers can
conclude that price value is a strong determinant when
identifying the behavior of patients for the adoption of health
services through the mobile phone; This has broad support
from previous literature, the researchers redefine a mobile
health price value as “the cognitive trade-off between the
values experienced by citizens through the use of the mobile
health service system as an alternative channel to the health
care service receiving the alternative system and the financial
costs including the opportunity cost of its use.” So the
following hypothesis can be formulated:
“H7. Price value will positively influence Iraqi
patient ’intention to mobile patient monitoring systems”.

4. METHODOLOGY
To validate the proposed model, data were collected, and
200 subjective questionnaires were allocated to obtain
responses from patients regarding their perception of aspects
associated with behavioural intention and adoption of
ambulatory monitoring systems. use of 36 scale items in this
study to measure the basic structures in the model. In particular,
the major constructs of UTAUT2 (EE, PE, FC, SI, PV, HM,
and BI) were measured with the same ones used by Okazaki et
al. [30, 39-41] validating their new model (UTAUT2).
“Patients’ trust in mobile patient monitoring systems was
measured by six items taken. Conceptually, Ho et al. [41, 63]
have defined trust as “individual willingness to depend based
on the beliefs in ability, benevolence, and integrity”. In the line
with Gefen et al. [41, 60], Patient trust in this study was
defined as an accumulation of trust beliefs: benevolence,
integrity, and ability that correlate with the ambulatory patient
monitoring systems channel. Therefore, trust items have been
selected in a way that includes these aspects and as
documented by Zhang et al. [29, 48, 59]. In this study, the fivepoint Likert scale was used to measure the respondents'
responses to the elements of the proposed model. “Finally,
four questions were assigned to the demographic variables:
gender, age, education level, and mobile experience”. Bearing
in mind that in this study the language of the respondents was
Arabic, and the reverse translation method was relied upon to
convert the study questionnaire into Arabic to avoid the impact
of linguistic and cultural differences.

3.7 “Trust
Trust plays a significant role in the adoption of a new IT
[55]. Previous studies confirm that trust is an important and
basic condition of social behavior and is positively related to
users' intentions when using the Internet store [56], purchasing
books on the internet, e-government services [57], and mobile
payment [58]. From a mobile health services perspective,
Heart & Kalderon [59] showed that patients' confidence
positively affects the intention to adopt mobile health services.
According to the findings at the later stage of adoption.
Theorists conceptualized trustworthiness (belief in trust) in
mobile health service research and indicated that
trustworthiness positively affects user trust (trust intent),
which directly affects the Patients' continuity intentions. In
subsequent research, Meng et al. [60] showed that perceived
trust has a positive effect on satisfaction with mobile health
services and intention to continue using them. Since m-Health
is a personalized service, trust plays a large and important role
in anticipating users' adoption intentions. Elderly individuals
face greater difficulties when using new technology, and have
little experience using mobile health services. Since the
subject of health is sensitive, users may pay more attention to
health services obtained through mobile channels. So the
following hypotheses was proposed:
“H8. Trust has a positive effect on Iraqi patients’ intention
to adopt mobile patient monitoring systems”.
“H9. Trust has a positive effect on the performance
expectancy associated with using mobile patient monitoring
systems”.

5. RESULTS
5.1 “Respondents’ profile and characteristics
The descriptive statistics showed that with regard to age, the
group that obtained the highest percentage was the 25-40 age
group, while in terms of sex, the percentage of males was
65.6% and the percentage of females was 34.4% of the total
respondents. The descriptive statistic, with regard to mobile
experience, also indicates that the majority of respondents
(92.8%) have sufficient experience in the mobile phone field
(more than 3 years), as for the educational level, a bachelor's
degree obtained a percentage (72.3%).
5.2 Structural equation modeling analysis
To analyze the collected data, structural equation modeling
was used. A two-step SEM analysis used, the first one is to
evaluate the measurement model and the second step is to
estimate the structural model. All combinations of the model
and the confidence factors were subjected to the measurement
model analysis and then the structural model analyzes were
carried out. It is worth noting that the structural model was
examined without trust. It was necessary to perform this
process to see how the predictive power of the proposed model
varies with and without trust.

3.8 “Behavioral intention
Previous literature in the field of information
systems/information technology showed that behavioral
intention has a major role in adopting and using new systems
[55, 61]. Accordingly, this study hypothesizes that the
adoption of ambulatory patient monitoring systems can be
significantly predicted by patients' willingness to adopt the
system. This relationship has been proven in a number of
studies related to mobile monitoring systems such as [62], So
the following hypothesis was proposed:
“H10. Behavioral intention has a positive effect on Iraqi
patients’ adoption of mobile patient monitoring systems”.

5.2.1 Measurement model: Confirmatory factor analysis
Firstly the (unidimensionality) model fitness was tested in
CFA and then an assessment of constructs reliability and
validity was carried out.
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5.2.2 “Model fitness
Main fitness indices including CMIN/DF, CFI, AGFI,
RMSEA, and GFI were tested to assess model fit. The
resulting fitness indices for the standard model for ambulatory
patient monitoring systems were as follows: CMIN/DF 2.066,
AGFI = 0.769, GFI = 0.88, CFI = 0.885 and RMSEA= 0.062,
As seen in Table 2. Some of these indicators did not reach the
acceptable value (ie, GFI) [64], so to enhance the fit of the
model re-evaluation and purification were performed [65].
The model optimization process adopted a number of
criteria to improve the fit of the model by examining factor
loading (standardized regression weights) [65]. By inspecting
of (factor loading) standardised regression weights , one item
(BI3)from Behavioural Intention ,one item (Hm4)from
hedonic motivation and one item (FC2) from facilitating
conditions, and one item (BE2) from performance expectancy
and one component of the facilitating conditions (FC2) was
less than its terminal value (<0.50) [64, 65]. Hence, the
decision was to remove these four items.
The CFA test was performed a second time without the
extra elements, and the model's fitness improved significantly.
Since the value of the chi-square (DF=465, CMIN=343.651, P
= 0.000), the rest of the indicators suitable for the modified
measurement model were found, within the recommended
ones. Values: CMIN/DF was 1.841, GFI=0.90, AGFI=0.80,
CFI=0.90, and RMSEA=0.062 [64]. Accordingly, the
modified scaling model proved to be adequate to the data [64,
65].

not included when examining the structural model. As
expected, factors of the UTAUT2 model (without confidence)
had the ability to predict behavioral intention by about 59%.
However, when the trust was included in the UTAUT2
model the R2 value representing behavioral intent was boosted
up to 65%. Thus, it can be concluded that the structural model
has greater power to predict behavioral intention when the
confidence factor is added.

6. DISCUSSION
The statistical results proved that the proposed model of the
study was able to reach an acceptable level of predictive power
for all internal structures: adoption behavior (32%), behavioral
intention (65%), and average performance (49%). In addition,
“the criteria related to the measurement model all achieved
success in the validity and suitability of the model and the
reliability of the construction”. And in the UTAUT2 model the
trust factor is included, the value of the extracted R2 increases
to reach 65%, and this result supports confidence as an
external factor in the proposed model.
Therefore, this result is fairly close to the value of the
variance that has been explained by other studies that rely on
the UTAUT model. For example, the study conducted by [29]
“study the adoption of mobile information technology by
home care nurses”.
In the path analysis, it was found that the confidence
coefficient value of 0.26 proved to be an important factor for
predicting patients' intention when adopting ambulatory health
surveillance. Moreover, the value of the trust path with the
expected performance was 0.24, which is an important path.
This indicates that trust has an important role not only to
motivate patients to use Mobile health monitoring but, also to
contribute to formation of patients' perception of this
technology as a new technology. “This can be attributed to the
sensitive nature associated with patient transactions carried out
through the mobile phone [1, 3, 4]. These results are in
agreement with what has been validated by IS field studies and
Mobile health monitoring studies associated with the role of
trust” [5, 39].
“Statistical results showed strong evidence the path weight
of the path between behavioral intent and mean performance
0.19, which confirms this path. This result indicates that the
aspects related to performance expectation are among the
patients' attention that affect their intention to adopt and use
Mobile health monitoring”.
Results showed that the relationship is not significant with
a regression weight of 0.18 between behavioral intention and
expectation of effort when adopting the “mobile health
monitoring”. This result clearly shows that patients are
concerned about use of mobile health monitoring system. This
could be due to patients' concern that they need to have special
skills to deal with mobile health monitoring services [30]”.
The statistical results confirmed the effect of the expected
effort on the performance expectation. In other words, if
patients realize that using technology is not difficult and
requires less effort, they will rely more on it in different areas
of life [66]. Previous literature reviews in the fields of
information system /information system Demonstrate the
impact of the ease of use of a system on individuals perception
of the benefit of the system [66]. Along the same lines, several
studies in the field of mobile health monitoring indicated a
relationship between the ease of use of the system and its

Table 2. Results of measurement model
“Fit
indices”

“Cut- off
point”

“CMIN/DF”
“GFI”
“AGFI”
“CFI”
“RMSEA”

“≤3.000”
“≥0.90”
“≥0.80”
“≥0.90”
“≤0.08”

“Initial
measurement
model”
“2.066”
“0,88”
“0.769”
“0,88”
“0.062”

“Modified
measurement
model”
“1.841”
“0.90”
“0.80”
“0.90”
“0.062”

5.2.3 Structural model
The statistical results obtained for the fit indicators of the
structural model indicate that the structural model is
adequately fitted to the data. In the path factor analysis, the
causal pathways suggested in the conceptual model supported
to be significant. Accurately, behavioral intention was found
to be predicted by UTAUT2 factors: mean effort (CR=4.482,
P<0.00), pleasure motivation (CR=5.418, P<0.00), price value
(CR=2.42, p<0.01), social influence and (CR=4.71, p<0.00).
However, the results did not support the performance
expectation pathway with behavioral intention (CR=0.97,
p<0.32), and the effort expectation pathway with behavioral
intention was not a significant path t (CR=-1.76, p<0.07). As
for the two main combinations of predicting performance, the
results showed that both mean expected effort (CR=4.482,
p<0.00) and trust (CR=4.456, p<0.05) have a significant effect
on predicting performance. Finally, it was found that adoption
of mobile health monitoring services was predicted by both the
facilitated conditions (CR=4.003, p<0.00) and behavioral
intention (=0.467, p<0.001).
Therefore, the research hypotheses were confirmed: H3,
H5-H10, while two hypotheses: H1 and H2 were rejected. R2
values extracted for internal factors were as follows: 31% for
adoptive behavior, 65% for behavioral intentions; 49% for
expected performance; It is worth noting that confidence was
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usefulness [29]. The results confirmed the role of social
influence in behavioral intention., which indicates the
possibility of the influence of relatives and friends on patients'
intention when adopting the mobile health monitoring system.
Statistical results (=0.153, p<0.021) confirmed the
existence of an effect of facilitating conditions on the adoption
of mobile health monitoring. This indicates respondents'
interest in having the skills and resources required to ensure
the successful use of mobile health surveillance. Indeed, in the
case of mobile health monitoring the required facilities (i.e.
smartphones, internet access, Wi-Fi, 4G services, secure
applications) are important factors to ensure easy access to
services. This result is consistent with the results of studies that
dealt with facilitating conditions.
As expected, tasty motivation has been experimentally
demonstrated with values (=0.20, p<0.000) to be an important
factor influencing patients' intention when adopting
ambulatory health surveillance. This strong correlation
increases the likelihood that the adoption of ambulatory health
monitoring can reach a high level among patients who find it
fun when using this type of system [52, 53]. In the study model,
the statistical results confirmed presence of pathways between
patients' intention to adopt mobile health monitoring and the
price value a weight of 0.15. Accordingly, this finding
indicates that price-value issues are of interest to patients
influencing their decision to reject or adopt a mobile health
monitoring, in line with Muhayiddin et al. [67]. Furthermore,
a significant the number of respondents in this study were
middle-income and therefore more price sensitive [52, 54].

7. LIMITATIONS
DIRECTIONS

AND

FUTURE

especially with the great challenges accompanying this type of
technology, and the low rate of adoption of mobile health
monitoring. Therefore, the current study realized the need to
examine the factors that have a role in shaping the intention
and adoption of the mobile health monitoring system, and
what This is encouraged by the presence of a small number of
studies examining the problems associated with the mobile
health monitoring system. Moreover, a need arose to select a
theoretical basis capable of capturing Aspects related to the
adoption of the mobile health monitoring system, and thus the
UTUAT2 model was selected in this study. To expand the
model, the confidence factor was added as an external factor,
which is considered one of the important factors affecting
patients' intention to adopt the new technology.
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